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New Trends in European Nuclear Liability Law

I.

In the course of the last quarter of the century, nuclear

power has conquered an increasingly high rank in energy supply.

From modest beginnings it has developed to a powerful branch .

of industry the capability of which may well be compared

with that of other traditional sectors such as the chemical

industry.

Law and, consequently, legislation have to adjust to these

changes. It is intended to shed light on the development of

nuclear liability law in the European field. In this context,

it should also be examined to what extent liability law

takes account of the increased facility and danger potential.

Proceeding from the applicable law and complying with the

task set, the interest is focused on the reform projects

presently undef* discussion. In the international field, mention

should above all be made of the review of the Paris Conven-

tion which^is about to be completed, and the Brussels

•Supplementary Convention as well as of the legislation projects

in Switzerland and the Federal Republic.of Germany at national

level. -«.—=- .
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II. Let me first of all give you a survey of the reforms in

the international framework. /

The Paris Convention of 29 July 1960, together with the

Supplementary- Protocol of 28 January 1964 is at present

applied in 13 European states.. Principles set forth in the

Convention such as no-.fault-liability,-the Bo-called legal

channelling in the sense of an exclusive liability of the

operator of the nuclear installation as well as the principle

of congruence of liability and cover have gained recognition

beyond the territorial scope of the contracting parties.

The Convention thus makes a considerable contribution to

v legal harmonization in Europe.

However, one should not fail to realize the compromises

contained in many provisions of the Paris Convention, which

are due to the constraint to come to arrangements acceptable

to all parties involved. This is already true for the-"

assessment of the tension between the two main ideas which

are the promotion of nuclear energy on the one hand, and -
- »

protection of those who nhave suffered damage caused by

a nuclear'incident on the other hand. An eloquent example

of this. is~t5e_comprehensive framework regulation embodied
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in Art. 7 of the Paris Convention with regard to maximum

amount of liability. Moreover, it is generally valid: .•

it is* true that the Convention establishes international

standard law for its scope of application, but in many cases
1")

- as made clear in Sect. 11 of the Paris Convention ' .- it

only outlines a framework to be implemented by the- applicable

national law. This means that aspects of colliding legal,

provisions have to be included in the assessment which together

with sect.. 15 of the Paris Convention under which the ex-

clusive international competence lies with the courts of

the states where the nuclear incidence has occurred, even

further mitigate the legal standardization effect;of the

Paris Convention in the practical result.

2. The Paris Convention is completed by the pertinent Brussels

Supplementary Convention of "31 January 196? and the •

Supplementary Protocol of 28 January-1964-.2' In the interest

of those who suffer damage it had been intended to provide

ffir an increase of the low liability amounts set forth in

the Paris Convention. To this effect, the Supplementary

Convention establishes a joint scheme of international

solidarity^1£or compensations. The Supplementary Convention

as well as the Paris Convention take the unit of account of

<fche European Monetary Agreement as the reference unit (BE)

and determines-a three-ply compensation scheme.
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The operator of ajaucleax installation is obliged to provide financial

aecariiyto an amount up to at least 5 million units of

account by means of an insurance or other security.

In practice, this complies with the damage regulation as

laid down in the Paris Convention. Cover by public fluids

of the state in which nuclear site is located is provided

for the difference between this amount and. 70 million units

of account. Between 70 and 120 million units of account •

finally, the compensation is to be funded by a joint effort

of the Contracting Parties which make public 'moneys avai-

lable according to a fixed apportionment key. In this

connection, "public funds" may also originate from the

av.ailmenf of the private ccyer of the opeaator in case there
there is-, at national level-, the requirement to provide
financial security exceeding tne amount fixed in the Convention.

Of course, the Contracting-Parties are not required to

cover the risk of the operator free of charge.

3- This short survey elucidates that these liability con-

ventions in no way represent an international regulation

providing solutions satisfying all parties concerned.

The review of the conventions which is about to be
2>\ *

completed \_ only remedies part-of the shortcomings what.'

is not surprising in view of diverging interests and the

c onstr aint -t o .-make c ompr omi s e s.
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A substantial change is brought about by the replacement of

the unit of account of the European Monetary Agreement

dating from 1955 by the flexible 'special drawing right1

(SDR) of the International Monetary Fund. In view of the

unit of account which has become obsolete and was originally

based on a fixed gold priced the liability conventions

are in danger to lose their workability. The introduction

of the special drawing right therefore presents itself as

a plain necessity. ' Moreover, the increase of the com-

pensation amounts by the factor 2.5 which is to be welcomed

in the interest of an improved protection of the victims is

modified in the face of the current inflation sates which

we would have considered as exorbitant 20 years' ago. Taking

into account" the erosion of the unit of account of the Euro-

pean Monetary. Agreement, a full compensation would have ne-

cessitated jtn_ increase by the factor 2.9 with regard to the

Federal Republic of Germany, and even by the factor 3-8 in

respect of Switzerland which however, is not a Contracting

Party.7)

At least this means that the share of compensation to be

paid from national funds in the country where the nuclear

site is" locatfe'd'Tjicreases from 70 to 175 SDR whereas the

maximum of the amount to be raised jointly by the Contracting

Parties is at present increased from 120 to 300 SDR.
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i.

In application of thejBrussels Supplementary Convention a

compensation amount of more than ?00 million D«itbschmarks

(for the time being, this corresponds to ....) will'thus be

available in the territory covered by the Convention for

damage caused by a nuclear' incident.

The other amendments in the wake of the review of the Conven-

tions are mainly restricted to legislatorial improvements

implementing earlier OECD .and -Eurafcom recommendations for

harmonization and simplification. An enhancement of the finan-

cial protection of the victims, for example, results from

the factual enlargement of the exclusion of third party lia-

bility also to other nuclear installations en the same' site,

including those under construction (Art. 3 a, Paris Concention).

This is to prevent that funds available for "genuine" third

parties are spend on often costly industrial damage*

i ' ,

A new approach in the sense of a re-orientation and re-weighting

of the before-mentioned state of tension between the promo-

tional and protective function is to be found in the revised

"Expose'des Motifs" of the Paris Convention. In this text,

the revised introductory principles put more emphasis cm the

protection- -»r—liie victims than it has been the case—up "to now,. - ~

However, the question remains as to when the modest attempts
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of the present revision will actually "be followed by correspoa-

ding action, •• *

Since the multilateral reforms do not meet all requirements,

some countries seek to fill this gap by means of national

legislation, thereby aim-ing at-creating a nuclear liability law .

which comes up to the importance, i.e. also to the potential

:Oof facilities and dangers of. the nuclear energy industry;

III. Switzerland - the pacemaker of reform -pro.iects at national

level.

* (1) The Nuclear 'Energy Act of. 1959 initially provided for compul-

sory insurance of upj to 40 million Swiss francs by the ope-

rator of the installation. On the basis of the competence

conferred upon it > in Art v 21, -para 2 of the Nuclear Energy

Act, the Bundesrat increased the amount for covering the lia-

bility ^arising fromvfche operation of the nuclear installation

to 200 million Swiss francs on 6 July 1977- This amount re-

presented the maximum liability insured under a policy ob-

tainalbe on the private insurance market. In case that the iv:

means available would not be sufficient to satisfy all calims

section -2?i3f—a£-the Nuclear Energy Act provided for. the settle-

ment of claims in case of large-scale damage according to.
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which the Bundesversammlung had to set up a compensation

scheme and the Federation had to contribute to uncovered

damages. For cases where the sufferer- did not have the

opportunity to claim his compensation before the expiry of

the 10-year time limit,' Section 18 f of the Nuclear Energy

Act establishes a fund for deferred damage, which is to be

by the operators of the nuclear installations.

Apart from this, the internationally recognized principles of

legal chanelling^ and of liability without 'fault10' are

now as before applied in the Swiss nuclear liability law.

(2) what are the considerations governing the reform plans in

Switzerland after the debates in the Standerat?

.a) In Switzerland it is intended to iintroduce the inlimited

liability in- connection with the reform of the nuclear lia-

bility law. The hearing procedure (Swiss: "Vernehmlassungs-

verfahren") in which interested and concerned parties'

can express their views before a bill is submitted" to

Parliament, produced a result — which may have been

surprising "at first sight for many an observer.-However, -

this_-jn§gstee=rexplained by the political pressure-caused by.

the popular initiative^against the use of nuclear energy

in 192§^which in the end was rejected with a narrow majority.
V
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The intended tightening of regulations WA~S welcomed

not only by the groups which have a sceptical attitude
*

towards nuclear energy the directly involved electricity

producers, too, expressed positive opinions. It is true S

that they pointed out that "nuclear power stations

possess a degree of reliability which does'make the intro-

duction of an unlimited liability appear necessary" - what

due to the previous years of operation to a particular

extent applied to nuclear installations in Switzerland;

however, they said that they understood the political

situation and, "under these political circumstances did

not fail to realize the necessity of legislative action

and they hoped that new regulations were capable of

effectively meeting the doubts in respect of previous

legal provisions and thus of creating increased confidence

in nuclear energy".^2) ^

•b) The basic principle of the "reorganization generally

welcomed .as a political necessity is the unlimited

• liability (illimite liability). To cover this liability,

provisionshas been made of the following tranches: -

In-the-=first-tranche, the operator of the nuclear installa-

tion is obliged to ensure cover by underwriting a private
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third party liability insurance. Whereas in the draft

provision had still been made for an amount of. at least

100 million Swiss francs per nuclear installation, it was

recently published that, on the part of the insurance busi-

ness, an increase to 300 million francs is considered to be

possible. It may therefore be supposed that the Nuclear

Energy Liability Act-(KHG, Keroenergiehaftpflichtgesetz ) will

be adjusted to this effect; anyway, Sect. 10, para 2 provides

for the. possibility to increase the mini mum amount insured

in adaptation to the growing capacity of the insurance market.

For the second tranche between 300 million and 1 thousand

milllion Swiss francs, the bill provides for cover by a

federtl insurance. \ It .is furthermore intended to cover the

damage which cannot be insured on -a private basis.

The operator has to pay an insurance premium for the federal

insurance which is calculated "along actuarial guidelines,

i.e. the same pricniples"as are underlying the premiums of

private insurers. •?J i

The contributions which thms "have td^rated according to

the cost-coverijag principle in the best possible way", however,

must not exceed three times the amount of the premium

I



for a private liability insurance in the first tranche
l ¥ *

The implementation of this very rough framework will •

"be the subject of a statutory ordinance.

The introduction of aasfederal insurance is, inter alia,

justified by the fact that "the Federation* by creating

a Nuclear Energy Act and pertinent administrative measures,

has assumed a certain co-responsibility for the existence

and actual design of nuclear installations" .• '/

«

In case of damage exceeding one .thousand million Swiss francs,

it is mainly the unlimited liability of the operator that

becomes effective what - in the last consequence- also

means the acceptance of'the risk of bankruptcy. If these

funds are not sufficient, the scheme provided for the settle-

, ment of claims in case of large-scale damage will have effect.

For this purpose, the Bundesversammlung will ad hoc .set up

a compensation scheme by means of a generally binding federal

resolution (Bundesbeschlufi) and, if necessary, makes contri-

butions in respect of unconvered damage.

c) The main-objective pursued by this reform, namely the in-

troduction of unlimited liability, is supplemented by the

following items:
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In' accordance with the regulation already applied in the

Federal Republic of Germany *J the previous reasons for .the

exclusion of liability - exceptional natural disasters and
•20)wartime events - shall no longer apply. * .

She relative period of limitation which begins to run as soon-

as the victims has knowledge of the dai

liable is increased from 2 to 3 years.'

as the victims has knowledge of the damage and the operator
21)

The absolute period of limitation of 30 years'which has been

valid hitherto, and the extension of which was the subject of

ardent discussions *' will be increased, by transformation into
mm

a time limit for forfeiture, to'30 years from the date of

the incident causing damage;"? This provision corresponds

to the periods of limitation established under the German

Atomic Energy Act. ' • - '- .

Since in spite of this extension, it cannot be excluded that

damage might .come to light after the expiry of the time limit,

provision has been made, in respect of this so-called deferred

damage (Sect. 12 Nuclear Energy Liability Act) for a compen-

. sation through the nucleat damage fund to be set up under

Sect. 15 Nuclear Energy Liability Act in the framework of the

envisaged federal insurance, by analogy with the regulations

so far-ia-force.
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She draft submitted by the Bundesrat seeks to moderate the

principle of chanelling of the liability in its effects.

In order to avoid unnecessary hardship and in accordance

with the general rules of third party liabilitŷ , the operator

shall, inter alia, be given the opportunity to. take recourse

to persons who are involved in the causation of the iamage ,

namely the intentional and gross negligent-damaging party

as well as the thief and receiver of nuclear material. •"

On the other hand, the Standerat, in the version adopted

by it late in 1980, advocated the deletion of the right of

recourse in case of (mere) gross negligence - and in so-far

complies with Sect. 6 f of the Paris Convention.

The transitional provision (Sect. 34 Draft Nuclear Energy

Liability Act) of the draft- submitted by the Bundesrat

stipulates the new legislation also.to be applicalbe for

damage caused before the entry into force of the Nuclear

Energy Liability Act, but are recognized after it became

effective. Anyhow, Jthis is not yet the end of the contro-

versial issue of recourse; a final settlement still remains

to 1*3 found.

As I already pointed out initially, there are considerable

differences in the maximum liability amounts throughout

Europe ."TSitTs" why with regard to the intended unlimited
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liability, Switzerland is urgently confronted with the

question of the relationship with her neighbouring countries

as regards transfrontier damage. Abondoning the — insofar

generous - provision of the present legislation, the draft
reciprocity

now provides for a requirement, of as it is known, for

example, in the Federal Republic of Germany. "

According to this clause, a foreign sufferer will only

obtain, in the event of a damage-causing nuclear incident

occurring in Switzerland, a compensation equivalent to the

amount a Swiss sufferer would obtain in the reverse case.

According to .Sect. 31 of the draft, however, the liability

amount will not be lower than 50 million Swiss francs, even

if the foreign country concerned has fixed a lower maxi mum

liability amount.

In the reverse case of a nuclear incident occurring.

in a foreign state and leading to damage in Switzerland the

Federation shall cover the domestic damage in so far as the

Swiss sufferer cannot obtain a compensation equivalent

to the Swiss regulations. '

2. Apart fronfiSwifzerland, the Federal Republic of Germany is

- striving for^a-refonn iSf the nuclear liability law.

(1) It was i*\J]975 with the adoption of the European liability
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convention^' that the liability regulations were last ad-

justed to the changed conditions. At that time, the maximum

amount of liability was doubled to be' one thousand' million

Deutschmarks (1 billion DM) per incident. Simultaneously,

the legal position of those who suffer damage was ameliorated

by some other improvements such as the abolition of a maxi-

mum annual pension of 15 000 Deutschmarks in case of person 1 .

•'•njury.

In application of the principle of the congruence of liability

and financial security, the improvment of the protection of

victims brought about an increased commitx-'ment ,f or the

operators of nuclear install at io'ns and public authorities.

Accordingly, the operators of nuclear. installations had to
•zr\\

provide for cover amounting-to 500 million Deutschmarks^''
financial security

whereas the for the margin between 500 million and one

thousand million Deutschmarks is provided for by an indemnity

obligation on the part of the government. T>.e obligation for

indemnification - which is free of charge for the liable •

operator - will moreover, be applied if a damage can in no

way be satisfied from the (private) liability insurance.

Examples in" this*respect are exemptions from liability on

the part of the insurer in case of deferred or •war-time: "

damage as well as ineffectiveness of the contract of insurance.
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In pratice, the following solution has "been found for -the

financial security to "be provided "by the operator: the insu-

rance industry subscribes the first tranche with' 200 million

Deutschmarks through the Deutsche Kernreaktor Versicherungs-

gemeinschaft (DKVG, i.e. German Nuclear Installation

Insurance Association). The second tranche from 200 million

to 300 million Deutschmarks is covered "by a contractual

joint insurance arrangement of the insurance industry- in

close cooperation with the electricity producers. The essen-

tial feature of this arrangement is that the insurers , in

the external relationship with the sufferer, fully assume

the function of the insurer against the payment of .

generally lost advance premiums, .. - however, in the

internal relation with the operators, the economic risk is

incurred by the operators* For this purpose the power supply

companies have joined up in a civil-law partnership, the

so-called"Nuklear GbR".
* *

(2) The main problem of the reform efforts in the Federal Republic

of Germany- is the question as to whether and to what extent

an extension of the liability up to an unlimited liability

is realizable.*. . " tl. . 1 ..

reform efforts are based on the following considerations:

-18-



Without intending to overrate const itutioanl aspects,
i

mention must be made of the fact that according to the juris-

diction of the Federal Constitutional Court, basic rights

such*as the right to personal inviolability and tp property

do not only represent a right -.of defense against the state.

In view of the.objective and legal valuations of the

constitution as embodied in.the basic rights, the state
i

moreover has the duty to actively,protect these legal rights.

In this context; and with regard to the potential serious

consequences of the utilization of nuclear energy, a

"distant probability of their occurrence is enough to call

forth the legislator's duty to protect the population in a

concrete manner."*^ J

The "Rasmussen Report" as well'as the German study on nuclear

rdsks have made clear that, even if the best possible efforts -

are made in the field of nuclear safety, a, last inevitable

risk will continue to exist which in case of its actual

occurrence may cause damage of vast dimensions."^ Nuclear

liability law must therefore take account of this in the

framework of'its possibilities.

Against the"background of diverging interests, there is a

dispute~as -co what is 'normal', with' regard 'to no~ "fault liability:

either unlimited or limited, liability? This question may be

difficult-^o-^decide upon since, many examples can be cited for

both" arcerfiaSives. ̂ ' However, it seems to "me "that the/

question," put in this way, does not hit upon the crucial point.



The vital point rather is in how far and in which way

precautionary*1 measures can be taken under reasonable conditions

for the occurrence • of e risk which cannot be absolutely

excluded. In this context, important criteria for assessment

include the financial capacity of the operators of nuclear

installations, thereby, taking into account the tension between

the promotional and the protective function*^ , the possibilities

of the insurance business and, finally, the role of the

government.

With regard to the relation of tension, there is almost no

denying that,in view of the expansion of the nuclear industry,

the promotional function can no longer be attributed the same

rank as a quarter of a- century ago. The logical consequence

must therefore be an "increase" in the protection of the

victims. . . .

The financial burden entailed by an extension of. the current

liability law for the electricity supply industry is'

acceptable when distributed in a reasonable way. The
•

contribution to be made by che insurance industry attains its

limits in the capacity of the market; however, this limit -

as the applicable German law shows - need .not at the same

time be-the maximum amount of liability and -financial

security. .Anyhow, the government must not restrict its role

to that of a detached observer, but has to actively take part-

in appropriate solutions in the .interest of the protection

of the victims. "On the other hand, we should ask whether this

governmental participation should be totally free of charge

-20-
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*

as it has been the case so far in the framyorlc of the

government's obligation for indemnification.

This is the basis of the plan to introduce an unlimited

liability in the Federal Republic of Germany. To this effect,

financial security might be provided as follows:

The first tranche is increased from presently 200 million

to 500* million Deutschmarks. A corresponding capacity is

available at the national or, respectively, international

insurance market. The impact on the electricity price

which would finally be the medium to fund an increase of

premiums, would be neglect able. Together with the second

tranche, which would now as before have to be* funded jointly

by the insurance industry and the electricity produces^

financial security would increase to 800 million Deutschmarks.

Furthermore, a third tranche could- be established for an

amount of up to three-thousand .million (3 billion) Deutschmarks.

for example, for which the government bears the risk against

the payment of premiums since there is. no reason why the

government should spend resources at no cost for the operator

who causes-the risk. This solution seems to realizable without

the.need_to_set_up an 'inflated' administrative machinery

if the know how already available in the insurance business

is ••6akeni_intcTaccount. It appears appropriate to leave the

collgcj;.iionCTo^pjremiums and above all the handling procedure

in case of damage to knowledgeable insurers who due to

-21-
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their involvement in the framework of the first two tranches

are best informed of the nature and extent of,the damage,

anyhow. This means that the insurers collect, the premiums

against a proportinal remuneration on btehalf of the state

which makes the necessary resources available to them

in case of liability claims. It can already be predicted today

that the costs this model would impose on electricity suppliers

would on the whole keep within reasonable limits.* '

The range beyond the third tranche might -be considered as

a fourth tranche for which an unlimited governmental

indemnity obligation would come into force. This obligation

for indemnification might be free of charge as it has been

the case so far, it might, however, also be .offered against

payment. " • .

3. Mention should also be made of three other reform aspects:

The question arises as to -whether to introduce, in the

interest of those having suffered damage and following the

French example, the direct claim (action directe)*" against

the insurer and in this context; consequently also against

the state on the basis of the obligation for indemnification.

According, to'"the- prevalent opinion, costs incurred for the

prevention of damage such as the costs of an anticipatory

of a nuclear incident - which does not

occur iniijieaiend-- are no real third party damage in the

-22-
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i
i

sense of the "relevant provisions of the Paris Convention.

However, such precautionary measures are the most probable to

occur as the THE incident has shown. .Therefore there are many

arguments in favour of the inclusion of such cost.s, but it
• *

is essential to find a reasonable definition as compared to -

costs, which are not reimbursable because they are incurred

unnecessarily.

Finally it should be considered in how far legal protection

can be imp-proved in case of incidents involving foreign1 states

in the interest of -a fast and thus efficient protection of

those having: suffered damage by means of extending the

applicable law (cf. Sect.38 Atomic Energy Act). Perhaps

progress in this field might.be achieved by bilateral agreements.

IV. In conclusion I.should like to summarize my considerations

as follows:There are different levels to work on for an •" :"-.

extension of liability law in the interest of-the protection

of victims.. The respective national reform plans and the

efforts at international.level do not form a contrast, but

supplement ary activitie s.

Inimy opinion,' this also applies to the reform project

•"•_- " discugg<s£!lH~$he Federal Republic of Germany. _It_ is true

that the Paris Convention proceeds from a limited amount of "

would mean that any limitation of the

- no matter how high it may be - complies

-23-
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i

the Convention; the unlimited liability/ on the other hand,,
' • !

infringes upon the rules of the Convention - not a very

reasonable consequence*

The approach must therefore be a different one. According to

the intention and history of the liability convention, it

would be inadmissible to make the liability risk unbearable

for the operator of the nuclear installation from an economic

point of view. In contrast to this, it is not forbidden to

find the financial limits of the operators' responsibility

and make reasonable use of them. The capacity of the insurance
ads

market does not prescribe a dogmatic limit.*' 'Furthermore,

also the "Expose des Motifs" revised in conneotion with the

revision of the Paris Convention makes clear that "this

system in no way prevents individual countries from

legislating to increase their own national compensation

limit.Il

-24-



Footnotes
1).It provides for nature, extent and scope of the compensation

as veil as an equitable distribution in compliance with
jthe national law.

2) Among the states in which the Paris Convention is applied,
the following countries have not yet ratified the Brussels
Supplementary Convention: Belgium, Greece, Portugal, Turkey.
In the course of a revision of the liability law, the
ratification by Belgium is to be expected in the near
future. . •

3) Cf. the figures in the OECD Observer, TJo. 103, March 1980
4) A comprehensive survey of the revison of the nuclear

liability conventions is given by Kuckuck, Energiewirtschaft-
liche Tagesfragen (ET), 1981, 378 ff

5) In this context, a unit o*f account corresponds to US $ 1

.6) Under the methodical aspect, a rate of .1:1 was chosen for
the- transformation of a unit of account into a special
drawing right.- For details on the calculation method and
the interdependencies with regard to so-called hard and
soft currencies, see Kuckuck, ET 1981, 381

7) Cf. OECD NEA Doc. Sen/leg (78)13 and Sen/Leg (77)7.

8) Damage of this kind falls within the field of the •
property damage insurance.

9) Of: Schweizerischer Bundesrat, Botschaft an die Bundesver-
sammlung ilber ein Kemenergiehaftpflichtgesetz , 1 0 Dec. 1979,
BB1. 1980 I, p. 164 ff (quoted Botschaft EHG), p. 192

• 10) Cf. Botschaft EHG, p. .193

11) To this effect, the Swiss Department for Transport and
Energy presented a draft federal act, dated January 1979,
on third party liability in case of nuclear incidents
and pertinent financial security (EHG) in the hearing
procedure.

12) Group of operators and planners of nuclear installations
(GEBP), Comment on the Draft Nuclear Liability Act of

27 April 1979.

13) Sect. 10, Draft Nuclear Liability Act

14) Sect. 11; 7~" * n u n
.._!__ -15) Botschaft-EHG, p. 19$

16) Sect. 14 Draft Nuclear Liability Act -

: 17) BotscEaft EHG, p. 195

18) Sect^-jj6j)raft Nuclear Liability Act

-25-
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19) In sect. 25, para 4 of the Atomic Energy Act, the
Federal i Republic of Germany has provided to the contrary '
in the meaning of Art. 9 of the Paris* Convention

20) Though the commission of the Staenderat had advocated the
re-inclusion of the two-reasons for exemption according
to the previous regulation, the plenary session which

„ adopted the new EHG (Huelear Liability Act) on 17 Dec. 1980
with 34 : 0 votes, largely congruent with the draft proposed
by the Bundesrat, agreed to the stricter version of the
Bundesrat... It may be presumed that this version will be
enacted.

21) Botschaft KHG, p. 183

22) The popular initiative ""Zur Wahrung der Volksrechte und
der Sicherheit beim Bau und Setrieb von Atomanlagen"
which had been submitted in Kay 1976 and rejected by the
population and the Staende had even demanded an increase
, to 90 years. •• . '

23) Sect. 9, Draft Nuclear Liability Act. The Bundesrat
consulted scientific studies according to which in case
of a time limit of 30' years "over 50 pe'r cent of the
cases of cancer and practically 100 per cent of the
cases'of leucaemia can be charged to the person liable.11
Botschaft EHG p. 182 f

24) Cf. Sect- 32 Atomic Energy Act •'.'"'

25) Cf. Sect.. 13 jpara.1c.of.the.Draft KHG

26) Cf. Atomwirtschaft 1981, 63. This restriction might be
of importance, e.g. fpr.suppliers of the operator.

27) Cf. Sect 32 Atomic Energy Act .• . •

28) Cf. .Sect. 13-para 1 e of the Draft KHG

•29) BGB1 1975 II, p- 957

30) xor details regarding .financial.security, see the
statutory ordinance on measures required for the fulfilment
of the legal liability to pay compensation for damage
(Deckungsvorsorgeverordnung) as provided for under
Sect .13, para 3 of the Atomic Energy Act

31) &rt. 2.para 2 and Art 14 of the. Basic Law

32) BVerfG, NJW 1979, 363 (decision on the nuclear installation
in Ealkar) • *

33) The German -study ,on nuclear-risks comes to the
probabality-^of 10 per year for a nuclear incident.

. \me-sa^dieated figures .of 16,000 deaths and at least
"100,000 persons injured would entail damage amounting to
several thousand million Deutschmarks which would have to be
compensated. „
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54) Cf. Sect. 12 StVG, Sect. 37 LuffTO, Sect. 9t10 HPflG,
Sect. 31 AtG and Sect. 88 AMG as compared" to ' .
Sect. 53 para 1 Luft VG and Sect* 22 VJHG. In Switzerland,
the registered usefof a motor vehicle, the railway operator
and the owner of a pipeline installation, for example,
are liable to an unlimited amount for hazards arising from
the operation. • .,

35) Cf. Sect. 1 nos. 1 and ? of the Atomic Energy Act

36) Kuckuck ZEP 1981, 186 ff, 188; and DYB1 1981
564 f f 568

37) Regarding the advantages: Hubner, Ver3R 1977, 1065 ff;
regarding the disadvantages: Denck, VersR 1979, 973 ff

38) As the regulatory provisions of the applicable law show,
this has not been considered as a dogma in practice.

39)-Footnote to paragraph 5-


